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Pretrial for lawsuit Gambier stands with Ferguson
against Kenyon
HENRI GENDREAU | ASSOCIATE MANAGING EDITOR

The trial in the civil suit that former Kenyon student Stephen
Zingarelli brought last year against the College and two former
students has been continued to summer 2015. After a pretrial
hearing this past Monday, Dec. 8, the Knox County Common
Pleas Court scheduled a jury trial — originally planned for April
7 — for July 28, 2015.
In December of 2013, Zingarelli sued the College, a student
who accused him of sexual assault and a Sexual Misconduct Advisor (SMA) on 14 counts, including breach of contract, negligence and defamation. Zingarelli alleged that his accuser made a
false report of sexual assault, that, as an SMA, Ellen Kaufman ’13
encouraged her to destroy evidence and that Kenyon was negligent in training Kaufman and mishandled its Student Conduct
Review Board process as outlined in the Student Handbook.
“There are issues here that aren’t typical, aren’t easily resolved,”
Judge Otho Eyster said. “This case is only a year old, so this [the
continuance] is not unusual.”
Zingarelli was acquitted on charges of rape and gross sexual
imposition on June 26, 2013. He applied for readmission to the
College on or around October 1, 2013 to complete his final semester and was told he “would be readmitted subject page 3

PEEPS out, ФKT in

VICTORIA UNGVARSKY | NEWS EDITOR

As the semester draws to a close, Greek Council is witnessing a shift in its composition, with the fraternity Phi Kappa Tau
(Phi Tau) officially joining and the co-ed Greek organization
Peeps O’Kenyon (PEEPS) voting to leave.
During their meeting this past Monday, Greek Council voted unanimously in favor of allowing the Phi Taus onto Greek
Council following a presentation from the organization. Phi
Tau had a two-year probationary period, during which the
members could demonstrate their dedication to joining Greek
Council through community service, engagement in campus
activities and recruiting new members.
Phi Tau President Peter Granville ’16 is eager for the fraternity to have an increased presence on campus. “I hope that as
time goes on, we have more influence on how Greek life functions in general and people’s perceptions of Greek life, because
we’re trying to make it a little more diverse,” he said. page 4
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Community members participate in a rally held last Sunday on Middle Path to discuss race in America.
KATHERINE KING
STAFF WRITER

Chants of “No justice! No
peace!” echoed across Middle
Path this past Sunday as students marched in recognition
of recent events in Ferguson,
Mo., and in solidarity with
protests occurring across the
country. These protests were
sparked by the Aug. 9 shooting of Michael Brown, an
unarmed black teenager by
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Say goodbye
to E-Block

“

I was glad that students, faculty, and all others that participated were able to lend their voice to the multitude of protests.”
Tomas Grant, Black Student Union President

white Ferguson police officer
Darren Wilson and the subsequent grand jury decision,
announced on November
24, not to indict Wilson for
Brown’s death.
The organizers of the
march and gathering at Ken-

yon also cited a desire to protest recent killings, including
that of Eric Garner, an unarmed black man who died
after being placed in an illegal chokehold by a police officer in New York, and Tamir
Rice, a 12-year-old black boy

who was holding a pellet gun
when police fatally shot him
in Cleveland, Ohio.
The Black Student Union,
Discrimination Advisors, Sisterhood, Kenyon Democrats,
Kenyon Students Against
Gun Violence and page 3

Cleveland Browns may come to town
Lords may need to make way for NFL
team’s training in summer 2015.
HENRI GENDREAU AND
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
COLLEGIAN STAFF

Kenyon is reportedly one of a small number of institutions the
Cleveland Browns football team is considering
as the site of its threeweek summer training

P.6

program for 2015.
The Browns, a franchise in the National
Football League (NFL),
could attract crowds of
people to the Hill and
serve as a source of revenue.
“The
Cleveland
Browns are looking for
a new summer training

Inside the Fall
Dance Concert

LIFE ON THE HILL AS IT HAPPENS:
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camp facility, and they
have inquired at Kenyon,” a College administrator
said.
“Kenyon is
negotiating
with
the
Browns.”
Bids to host
the Browns were due
Aug. 15 of this year,
according to an arti-

The “Wolff” of
Wallpaper
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cle published on cleveland.com in September
about a push by Columbus business
leaders to site
the
team,
though it
is unclear
at
what
point Kenyon
entered into negotiations.
According to the adpage4
ministrator,
Women’s basketball
shoots and scores
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President Sean Decatur on activism on campus:
“We often have flurries of discussion and conversation. I think the challenge is changing or turning
the corner to make some of those ... conversation[s] sustained [in] our local community, the campus community. Are there things that should be done locally, and on campus? … That is a turning
point I, ideally, would like to see more on campus.”

Student council
Sunday, Dec. 7

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
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Campus Senate is drafting a proposal that will detail new protocol to be followed in case of inclement weather.
Student Council discussed the possibility of making Safe Rides a paid, student-run position. For the time being, Safe Rides will continue to be run
through Greek Council, although this may change in the future.
The Junior Class Committee will begin to pass out bumper stickers and is
planning the Junior Class auction.
The Student Life Committee did not meet.
The Housing and Dining Committee is considering changing the hours of the
Kenyon Athletic Center Xttraction Café, which has reported decreased sales
this year. The committee would like to include healthier food choices.
The Sophomore Class Committee will be selling “Kenyon Mom and Dad”
shirts once more before break.
The First-Year Council is planning a social event for next semester.
The Buildings and Grounds Committee indicated that Gund Commons will
eventually become a 24-hour study space.
Senior Class Committee reported that there will be a Senior Class Cove Night
on Wednesday, Dec. 10.
The Greek Council representative reported that Rush Week will be the second
week of the next semester.
The Business and Finance Committee (BFC) received over 80 requests for
budget allocations next semester. There was a roughly $85,000 disparity between budget requests and the total amount of money available for allocation. All budget allocations were approved by the Student Council. In light of
the amount of funds requested, Student Council discussed the possibility of
raising the Student Activities Fee. The BFC will compile a report that better
illustrates how money is spent.

Village RecoRd
Dec. 1 – Dec. 10
Dec. 1, 6:29 p.m. — Fire alarm in New Apartments sounded due to cooking food. No smoke.
No fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 2, 10:51 p.m. — During fire drills, the smell of illegal substance was heavy in student
residence in Old Kenyon Residence Hall.
Dec. 3, 7:18 p.m. — Student complaint of pain in left abdomen in Lewis Residence Hall.
Dec. 4, 12:53 a.m. — Intoxicated, underaged student in North Campus Apartment (NCA).
Safety responded and assessed.
Dec. 4, 12:16 a.m. — Phallic image drawn on personal white board in McBride Residence Hall.
Dec.4, 1:02 a.m. — Safety found broken window in Caples Residence Hall. Maintenance
called.
Dec. 4, 2:04 p.m. — Fire alarm sounded in McBride. No smoke. No fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 4, 4:17 p.m. — Student having seizure in Thomas Hall. (New Side) Safety responded.
Transported to Knox Community Hospital (KCH) via squad.
Dec. 5, time unknown — Student reported vehicle was keyed in Acland Apartment lot.
Dec. 5, 11:20 p.m. — Intoxicated, underaged student in McBride. Safety responded and assessed.
Dec. 5, 11:44 p.m. — Intoxicated, underaged student in Caples. Safety responded.
Dec. 6, 12:31 a.m. — Student complaint of pain below rib cage area in Norton Residence Hall.
No other symptoms. No transport.
Dec. 6, 12:57 a.m. — Intoxicated, underaged student in McBride. Safety responded.
Dec. 6, 10:10 p.m. — Students found with alcohol in residence in McBride.
Dec.6, 10:14 p.m. — Student reported accidental fire alarm activation in Rosse Hall. No
smoke. No fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 6, 10:38 p.m. — Student reported that another student damaged ceiling tiles in Old Kenyon.
Dec. 6, 11:45 p.m. — Glass broken at office area in Gund Commons. Maintenance called to
secure office.
Dec. 7, 12:46 a.m. — Fire alarm in North Campus Apartment (NCA) sounded due to cooking
food. Smoke cleared. No fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 7, 2:02 a.m. — Intoxicated, underaged student in Bushnell Residence Hall. Safety responded.
Dec. 7, 2:13 a.m. — Intoxicated, underaged student in NCA. Safety responded. Student transported to KCH. Student received citation for underage consumption.
Dec. 7, 4:28 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded in Olin Library. No smoke. No fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 8, 3:24 a.m. — Damage found to window in Old Kenyon.
Dec. 9, 2:30 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded in Olin Library. No smoke. No fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 10, 10:58 a.m. — Student complaint of flu-like symptoms in Acland Apartment. Safety
and squad responded. No transport to KCH.
Dec. 10, 1:15 pm. — Staff member reported damage sustained to vehicle hood and grill in
Church of the Holy Spirit circle. No injuries. No witnesses to the act at this time.

New printers aim to impress
LBIS hopes new printers will cut down on time, waste.
MAYA LOWENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

When the clock hits 6:50
p.m. on a Monday night, those
who find themselves in the
general proximity of a campus
printer might be faced with a
line of five or six students in
front of them, waiting to print
something before seminar.
Slowly, the line dwindles as
students give up, walk away
without the requisite papers
and proceed to hide for the duration of a three-hour seminar,
lacking their assigned reading
or assignment.
Most students know the
difficulties of printing on campus, from the frustration of
finding out that both printers
in Gund Commons are out of
order to waiting in the library
to print a single page. Kenyon’s
Library and Information Services (LBIS) is attempting to
combat this by bringing new
printers to campus.
According to a StudentInfo email sent over Thanksgiving break by Director of
User Services Paul Mollard,
“Beginning in early December,
Kenyon’s public Canon printers will be replaced with new
Ricoh multi-function printer/
copiers ... a new method of
sending and releasing documents will be initiated.”
According to Helpline
Manager and LBIS staffer
Brandon Warga, the most immediate reason for implementing a new system was due to
the fact that the “lease cycle on
our Canon printers was coming to an end.”
Helpline employee Edgar Martin ’17 explained that
the new system will consist of
“printing to one queue on your
computer and from there, you

STEPHANIE FONGHEISER | COLLEGIAN

A student uses a new printer on second-floor Chalmers.
can go up to any single printer,
tap your K-Card or enter in
your [login] credentials and
you can go ahead and print out
everything you want.”
Warga cites reducing time
and paper waste as a benefit
of the new system. “When the
Canon printers that we have
now were first brought to campus, we found that students
really took to using them between copying, scanning to
email and printing and the
overall print numbers increased,” Warga explained.
According to Vice President for LBIS Ronald Griggs,
student printer use has increased over the last few years,
which he said “is an interesting phenomenon because
the number of students hasn’t
changed.” There has also been a
shift towards reading class materials on personal computers
and tablets.
“Fifteen to 20 percent of
print jobs never get picked up,
and in 2013-2014, there was 35
percent [higher] cost for printing than the previous year,”
Griggs said. “We thought that
if we moved to a system where
you actually have to release
your job and you’re right there
when it comes out, the number
of pages wasted will go down

and it will save the College
money.”
Warga explained that in the
past, “broken printers were repaired without the queue being
cleared and print jobs that were
sent hours before would come
out, which would generate a lot
of waste.”
“Students notified us that
they weren’t happy with the
ecological implications of the
waste or being in line behind
a print job that nobody would
pick up,” Warga said.
Not only is the new system
more ecologically efficient,
but it is also more time efficient. “Students will be able to
send multiple print jobs at a
time without having to interrupt their work, and they can
retrieve their documents up to
two hours after at any printer,”
Warga said. The new printers
are faster and will cut down on
the “printer dash” that occurs
when students click print and
immediately run to the printer
in order to avoid the inevitable
line.
The transition to the new
printers will be completed by
the start of the coming spring
semester for all nine public
printer locations, including
Gund Commons and OlinChalmers Library.

Village council
Monday, Dec. 8

t
t

t
t
t
t

Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman reported to Council that the College awaits a proposal from landscape architects Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates on the changes to
the section of Middle Path in the Village.
Chief Bill Smith of the College Township Fire Department said the department is moving
forward with a plan to install more part-time personnel, that it has accepted nine Kenyon
first years on squad and that there are now two nurses on staff, with more going through
a nursing program.
Village Administrator Suzanne Hopkins reported that the East Woodside Drive improvement project is nearing completion.
Council approved temporary appropriations for 2015.
Council voted to enter into an Automated Clearing House agreement with First-Knox National Bank, which will allow the Village to direct-deposit payment into employees’ accounts.
Council approved an agreement with Integrys Energy Services to negotiate with natural gas.
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Students rally for Ferguson in Gambier, Columbus
Continued from Page 1

Roosevelt Institute Chapter at Kenyon
all sponsored the event. Two groups of
community members met at 1 p.m.
on Saturday, one at Old Kenyon Residence Hall and one at Bexley Hall.
The groups chanted and carried signs
bearing slogans such as “No Justice,
No Peace” and “Black Lives Matter.”
When the groups met in the Village, they stopped to listen to speakers, including students, professors
and Gambier-area-residents. Anyone
could stand on a bench and share
his or her thoughts. Students shared
pride in the Kenyon community and
the positive experiences they have had
along with problems they still see on
campus. A sit-in on Middle Path followed the speeches.
President of Kenyon Democrats
Sam Whipple ’16 acknowledged critics’ doubts about the effectiveness of
a march at Kenyon. However, he believes the march itself was still valuable. “It’s hard here,” Whipple said.
“We’re a very isolated community.
It’s not like there’s a police precinct
we can march to. We can’t really shut
down traffic. So my feeling was that at
the very least what we could accomplish with a march, with getting a really large group of students and com-

munity members together, was to at
least stand with the protesters who
had already been out already, to show
the campus support, the diverse campus support that there is … and just to
come together as a community.”
Tomas Grant ’16, president of
the Black Student Union wrote in
an email to the Collegian, “It really
touched me to see the Kenyon community come out and support the
march. I was glad that students, faculty, and all others that participated
were able to lend their voice to the
multitude of protests going on across
the nation.”
President Sean Decatur spoke
positively about the march on campus
this past weekend and discussed how
conversations would continue in the
future. “I think there certainly were a
lot of strengths and in the moment, it
brought people together to have some
conversations about these important
issues, but it’s really just the starting point and there’s a lot of work to
be done there,” Decatur said. “I’d be
curious … whether some of the ideas
coming out of this movement ... may
be a way to build a next step of conversations on campus.”
On Monday, a group of around
60 Kenyon students also attended
protests at The Ohio State University.

Students marched to the Columbus
Police Station to protest police brutality in the community. Muhammed
Hansrod ’17, who attended the protest, wrote the following in an email to
the Collegian: “At the Ferguson Movement protest in Columbus yesterday,
I noticed that every single police officer surrounding protesters was white.
For diversity, there was one policewoman who was also white. Most of
the protesters were black and brown,
although some white protesters were
present. For me, the most striking
revelation of racial inequity at the protest is that white people continue to
act as the sole representatives of the
law and people of colour continue to
be at the mercy of these armed white
officers. Informal apartheid exists in
the United States of America.”
Students have also been involved
in events around the country. Madi
Thompson ’16 lives in Florissant, Mo.,
a town neighboring Ferguson, saw
the movement up close over Thanksgiving break.. “It was weird to see all
of the guns and nerve-racking to see
tanks in the grocery store parking lot,
but it was more like surreal,” she said.
Her main criticism of media coverage of Ferguson is that the violence
is overblown; she emphasized that
the crowds were not attempting to do

COURTESY OF MADELINE MCGRADY

Students protest at a Ferguson rally in Columbus at Goodale Park.
harm. Thompson attended one night
of protest in her hometown. “It was
just incredible to see how much tension there was because you see the National Guard all standing there with
like no expressions on their faces and
then the crowd that was so emotional
directly in front of them,” she said. “

The campus will continue to talk
about the issues surrounding Ferguson. There are have already been
other events including a panel with
professors and President Decatur on
Tuesday, Dec. 9 and a discussion led
by Project Open Voices on Wednesday, Dec. 10.

Zingarelli case has pretrial New Apts E-Block razed
Trial date for suit against Kenyon is set for July.
Continued from Page 1

to the outcome of a Student
Conduct Review Board hearing,” according to the plaintiff’s pretrial statement filed
Dec. 1, 2014.
In the statement, attorneys
for Zingarelli claim that in
December 2012 “based on the
counsel of Dean of Students
Henry Toutain, Stephen was
duped into believing he had
no option but to ‘voluntarily’
withdraw from Kenyon. Since
his constructive expulsion,
Stephen’s official academic
transcript has included a
notation, ‘Student conduct
charges pending.’”
Zingarelli claims the notation on his transcript has
prevented him from being
admitted to another university. The statement also claims
Zingarelli’s faculty advisor for
the planned Student Conduct
hearing — Associate Professor of Political Science Tim
Spiekerman — told Zingarelli
that, as the statement put it,
“It would be very difficult for
Stephen — or any other male
student — to prevail at a Student Conduct Review Board
Hearing in a case alleging
sexual misconduct.”
In an email sent to the
Collegian on Wednesday,
Spiekerman wrote, “The standard of proof in these cases
is very slight, so I always tell
anyone who asks about their

prospects that it will be difficult, if not impossible, to
prevail.”
The College rebutted the
plaintiff’s allegations in its
pretrial statement.
“Kenyon responded to
Zingarelli’s concerns according to the provision of the
Student Handbook and Title
IX guidance,” the statement
says, referring to the 1972
statute that bans sex-based
discrimination in an educational setting. “Ultimately,
Zingarelli refused the opportunity for a hearing by the
Student Handbook and withdrew his request for readmission, canceled the hearing at
which he would have had an
opportunity to present his
defense to the allegations and
filed the present suit rather
than participate in the student
conduct hearing provided by
the Student Handbook.”
Kenyon and Kaufman —
who are being represented by
Columbus-based firm Bricker
& Eckler — say Kaufman, as a
former volunteer, should be
dismissed from the case under the Volunteer Protection
Act, a law designed to protect
nonprofit volunteers from
tort claims. Additionally, Kenyon and Kaufman deny she
advised Zingarelli’s accuser to
delete text messages or other
evidence.
Zingarelli was deposed
in the case on Monday, and

plans for further depositions
are ongoing.
The College’s pretrial
statement mentions that the
defense plans on deposing,
among others, “the other female student who submitted a
sexual misconduct complaint
against Plaintiff Zingarelli.”
On Tuesday, Richard Lovering, an attorney for Kenyon
and Kaufman, declined to
comment further. President
Sean Decatur also declined to
comment.
Lawyers for the student
who accused Zingarelli of
sexual assault — whose name
is being withheld because it
is the Collegian’s policy not
to name those who identify
as victims of sexual assault
— submitted a motion for
partial summary judgment
for the charges of “malicious
prosecution” and “intentional
infliction of emotional distress” to be dismissed.
Eyster said he would hold
off on making a judgment
until the plaintiff responds to
the motion. Eyster said the
attorneys have not ruled out
mediation, but that it is “more
difficult to settle this kind of
case.”
“It may very well go to
trial,” he added.
Zingarelli — represented
by Cleveland-based film
Cavitch, Familo & Durkin —
declined to comment. Toutain
also declined to comment.

JULIA WALDOW
DESIGN EDITOR

Broken window screens,
insects, dust, overgrown weeds
and a wobbly staircase welcomed E-Block residents moving into their New Apartment
(New Apt) at the beginning of
the 2013-2014 academic year.
“The apartment still required hours of cleaning just
to make it livable,” former EBlock resident Jack Vallis ’15
said. “There was about an inch
of dirt in the bathtub that I had
to scoop out, there were spiders
everywhere, there was mold
growing inside the cabinets of
the bathrooms. I must have put
in four or five hours of cleaning [a day] for like two or three
days just to get it ready.”
Due to its poor condition,
E-Block was demolished over
Thanksgiving break, despite
an ongoing plan to renovate
many of the New Apt buildings. The demolition, planned
since last semester and initially
set to begin this past summer,
cost $12,000. No plans to use
the space currently exist.
According to Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman,
plans to knock down the building began last spring, when the
College took a closer look at its
bed capacity and the amount
of money it had spent on maintaining E-Block, as well as the
Gambier Grill apartments.
“They were probably the
two worst places, state-wise,
and some of the worst housing

that we had,” Kohlman said.
“Instead of investing tens of
thousands of dollars into renovating those places, [we decided to] just take them offline
[from the Housing Lottery].”
Last year’s E-Block residents repeatedly notified the
Office of Housing and Residential Life (ResLife) about the
building’s conditions. While
Jack Frasier ’15 said that “if we
did make a complaint, they
did make an attempt to fix it,”
the residents often had to do
more than file a work request.
Vallis took pictures of E-Block
to send to ResLife upon being
told by a staff member that
“New Apts are an issue but
no one’s ever taken care of it.”
His roommate’s father even
emailed President Sean Decatur after seeing E-Block.
“The next day, they had
people in there [fixing] it,” Vallis said. “I just don’t understand
why it took [a parent] mentioning somethingfor it to happen.”
Despite
acknowledging
E-Block’s inherent problems,
the College billed the residents
with a “laundry list of cleaning
charges” last summer and gave
them mixed messages about
E-Block’s future, according to
Ben Grindle-deGraaf ’15.
“We’re like, ‘What are you
talking about? Why are you
cleaning it? You told us you
were going to tear it down,’”
Grindle-deGraaf said. “They
told us, ‘No, no, we’re gonna
save it. We’re not going to tear it
down.’ Well, they tore it down.”

Associate Director for
Housing and Residential Life
Lisa Train wrote in an email
to the Collegian that “residents
were told that the plan was to
have the building ... demolished (pending enrollment
numbers).” She added that because E-Block could have been
used for summer camps or
conferences, residents “would
be held to the same standard
of any necessary cleaning and/
or damage charges that other
students are held to at the end
of the year.” After talking with
ResLife, the residents were no
longer charged for damages.
Kohlman explained that
the rest of the New Apts will
eventually be demolished
within a decade, but that the
College still needs the buildings’ beds for current students.
“[We’ll need] at least 75
beds until we can realistically
consider removing [New Apts]
from the Housing Lottery,”
Kohlman said.
The master plan, a campus
renovation plan that would
create more dormitories in the
First-Year Quad and potentially free up spaces in Mather
and McBride Residence Halls
for upperclassmen, affects this
timeline.
“If we do even half of what’s
been proposed in the First-Year
Quad, there would be enough
beds to take New Apts offline,”
Kohlman said.
The College plans to renovate the remaining New Apts
this coming summer.
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Holiday party honors past student, serves community
LAUREN ELLER AND
MCKENNA TRIMBLE
COLLEGIAN STAFF

Santa Claus visited Kenyon College early this year,
making a special appearance at the Shawn Kelly
Memorial Holiday Party.
For the past 24 years,
the Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) fraternity has
collaborated with Knox
County Head Start, a local
program with several centers throughout the county
that provides child care,
early education and health
services for children, to
host a two-day holiday
party in early December
for families in the community. The party was established in memory of student Shawn Kelly, a DKE
and record-setting swimmer, who passed away during his freshman year in
1990 in a boating accident.
According to Dominic
Camperchioli ’17, DKE
community service chair,

“[Kelly] was very into giving back to the community
around Kenyon … [The
party] is something that
sort of embodies what he is
about.”
Peter Lind ’15, president
and former community
service chair of the DKEs,
reiterated what Camperchioli said. “This is our
24th annual, so we’ve been
doing it for quite a while.”
Lind described the
event as “the coming together of the family and
the fraternity and trying
to find a way to memorialize him and find an opportunity to give back in his
honor.”
Although the party
took place on Dec. 2 and 3,
the planning began in September.
Camperchioli worked
with Laurie Jones and
Tammy Anderson, two
representatives from Head
Start, to coordinate the
preparations for the party.
After reserving the Gund

Commons Ballroom and
booking Tom Lepley, a retired Kenyon maintenance
worker and resident Santa
Claus, the DKEs tabled in
Peirce for a week to raise
funds for children’s Christmas presents. In conjunction with the funds they
raised, the DKEs received
a sizeable donation from
the Off-Campus Activities
Program in Psychology
(OAPP), all of which was
used to purchase over 300
gifts.
“It took us two days to
sort them all out by and
what would probably work
best by gender,” Camperchioli said in regards to the
toys.
Other donations — of
resources and of time —
are also valuable in the days
leading up to the holiday
party. According to Camperchioli, AVI donated oats
and Cheerios for a reindeer
food craft, the Owl Creeks
and the Kokosingers each
offered to perform a short

program and several members of the Crozier Center
for Women, the Equestrian
Team and Zeta Alpha Pi
donated their time to the
cause.
However, the DKEs
hold a special commitment to the event. “On
Tuesday and Wednesday,
if we don’t have a class or
job, everyone volunteers all
their free time to those ten
hours,” Camperchioli said.
According to Camperchioli, approximately 380
children and their families
came to the party. Lind estimated that, in total, there
were likely around 700
people present.
Each child received a
gift, a visit with Santa and
a hot meal. “Everything
went smoothly, we didn’t
run into any problems,”
Camperchioli said. “If
anything, we might have
had too many volunteers.
There were so many people
that everything was being
taken care of.”

PEEPS split from Greek Council
Continued from Page 1

Greek Council President Manjul
Bhusal Sharma ’16 welcomes the addition of the organization to Greek
Council. “Phi Taus have done a lot of
service and philanthropy over the last
year,” Bhusal Sharma said. “They have
made an impact on campus and created a good name for themselves.” He
hopes that, in the future, members of
Phi Tau run for executive positions on
the council.
As the Phi Taus prepare to join, the
PEEPS make their exit from Greek
life. The PEEPS began to consider
leaving Greek Council at the start of
the year, when faced with changes in
Greek life under new Director of Student Activities and Greek Life Laura
Kane. However, the feelings of alienation predated the start of the school

“

Part of our history has always been, in relation to
Greek Council, that we have never fit into it.”
Alivia Bloch ’15, PEEPS Co-President

year.
“Part of our history has always
been, in relation to Greek Council,
that we have never fit in to it,” PEEPS
Co-President Alivia Bloch ’15 said.
“So, with the new administration,
[leaving Greek Council] was presented to us at the beginning of the semester.” The decision is partly prompted
by the organization’s difficulties with
certain aspects of Greek life, including
the standards of excellence.
Kane spoke positively about the
change in the makeup of Greek
Council, as she recognized the unusu-

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

al position of the PEEPS. “There were
requirements set forth from Greek
Council, such as Standards of Excellence, that simply did not make sense
for PEEPS due to the mission and values of their organization,” Kane wrote
in an email to the Collegian. “I think
that the PEEPS will have the opportunity to have a better experience not
having to try to fit into a mold that
didn’t necessarily work.”
Although the PEEPS will be leaving Greek life, they will likely retain
their division housing, as division is
not exclusive to Greek life.
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DKEs hosted their Memorial Holiday Party in Gund Commons.
Other Greek organizations hold events to support the community during the holiday season as
well. Holloway Cushman
’17, community service
chair of Theta Delta Phi,
wrote in an email to the

Collegian that the Thetas are holding their annual card making event
for Eastern Star Nursing
Home. The sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau also hosted
a card making event for
Emeritus Senior Living.

KAC’s McBride Field
may be host to the
Cleveland Browns
Kenyon is one of a few finalists in the running
to house Browns’ summer training camp.
Continued from Page 1

Kenyon is now in the running
with “one or two” other central Ohio institutions. It is
unknown whether the campaign by the CEO of Columbus Partnership, a business
development company, is still
one of those under consideration. Although Columbus
Partnership had not offered a
definitive site in the Columbus area, proposed both Ohio
Dominican University or a
newly constructed facility as
potential summer homes for
the Browns.
“Kenyon’s discretion in
the matter helped attract
and keep the interest of the
Browns,” the administrator
said. “Kenyon has many attributes that have made it a
finalist.” In contrast to some
of its fellow contenders, Kenyon’s candidacy has not been
widely publicized.
Certain institutions that
received media attention,
such the University of Akron
and Kent State University,
had also been under consideration, according to an article published in The Akron Beacon Journal on July
29. In that article, Browns

“

Kenyon’s discretion
in the matter helped
attract and keep the
interest of the Browns.
Kenyon has many attributes that have made
it a f inalist.”

An unnamed Kenyon College
administrator

Head Coach Mike Pettine
discussed what the team is
seeking in its training camp
facilities.
“The condition of the fields
is very important,” Pettinen
said in that article. “Having
ample grass practice fields,
that’s important. I think you
then look at just the overall
facilities, the quality of the
facilities, meeting space, cafeteria, dorms, whatever it is,
whether you’re going to be in
a hotel off-site. There are a
lot of factors that come into
play.”
The Browns’s public relations department declined to
comment.
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Hunting season stirs mixed reactions among students
The number of students registered to hunt within Knox County has decreased
this season, mirroring trends in the state of Ohio.
INDIA AMOS
FEATURES EDITOR

When hunting in Vinton
County, Ohio in March 2013,
Devin Gabriel ’17 bagged a
230-pound feral pig. Gabriel,
who stressed that the hapless
pig was a member of a destructive invasive species with
no natural predators in Ohio,
may not be so successful this
hunting season.
Kenyon College is not the
only place experiencing a decline in hunting participation
this season. The entire state of
Ohio, according to the Mount
Vernon News, is experiencing
a lower rate of hunting this
fall, most likely due to bad
weather.
The period of ordained
use of firearms for whitetailed deer hunting began on
Dec. 1 and lasted one week.
However, deer hunting season runs from the end of September through Jan. 5. Last
year, there were 22,619 deer
killed on the first day, but this
year, the number decreased
by almost 5,000 to 17,512 deer.
Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper said he is not

aware of there being any
student hunters this season.
“This year we’re not storing
any weapons [for students],”
Hooper said, “but in the
past, we’ve had a number of
students that hunt. We have
stored those guns for students,
but not this year.” While students do not need to inform
Safety if they hunt, students
who wish to bring their own
firearms from home must
store them with Safety. These
weapons are not allowed to be
stored in residence halls.
Hooper, who used to hunt
himself, believes his hectic
schedule is the reason he is
not as active of a hunter as
he had been in previous seasons. “It seems like the older I
get, the busier I get,” he said.
“I just don’t have the time [to
hunt].”
Gabriel, who is from the
Cleveland area and enjoys
hunting around the state of
Ohio, said he has a difficult
time hunting during deer
season because it coincides
with Kenyon’s finals week. He
does, however, choose to participate during other hunting
seasons. “I partake in fall and

spring turkey seasons,” he
said. “And I hunt wild boar
year around, which are an invasive species.”
While he considers himself a hunter, Gabriel recognizes the qualms some
individuals can have with
hunting. “I’m pro-hunting in
most cases,” he said. “There
are pros and cons, there is
good and bad, but mostly
[I’m] pro-hunting.”
Gabriel, who prefers to
hunt with a bow instead of
firearms, believes the benefits of hunting outweigh
the drawbacks. “I learned a
lot about morality in learning how to respect animals,”
he said. “I’ve always hunted
with a bow, a recurve bow. It’s
very traditional, and learning
tracking methods and other
things just gives you an appreciation of the wilderness
and how to conserve the environment at all costs, so there’s
definitely a lot of pros to it.”
Annaliese Milano ’16,
however, leans more towards
the cons. Milano, who is copresident of Kenyon Students
Against Gun Violence, said
her disinterest in hunting has

to do with her relationship
with animals. “I personally
could never envision myself
hunting,” she said. “I just love
animals. I grew up with four
horses, and we still have horses, and I’ve been riding my
entire life. I have a very close
connection with them, and I
couldn’t even imagine myself
hurting any animal.”
She added that, while she
personally would never hunt,
she does not condemn those
who do. “For me, personally,
I could never see myself doing it,” Milano said. “But I understand some people like the
chase of it and some people do
it just for that, not so much for
the desire to kill.”
In a recent email, David
Heithaus, director of facilities at the Brown Family Enviromental Center (BFEC),
recommended that students, when running outside,
should not venture away from
the Village of Gambier or
the BFEC, and should wear
bright colors.
Gwendolyn Lloyd ’16,
a member of the track and
cross-country teams, said she
has never seen hunters during

Kenyon holds on to professors

LAUREN ELLER
STAFF WRITER

few tenured professors pack
up and leave the Hill for good,
according to Provost Joe Kesner.
Klesner says the vast majority of
professors choose to stay with the
College. “Our retention rate is extremely high,” he said, “verging
on 100 percent of people who are
hired in tenure-track positions.”
As for yearly losses, Klesner
reported that few faculty members voluntarily leave Kenyon. “I
would say that, other than retirements ... we have maybe one faculty member a year or so [who
leaves the College],” Klesner said.
During some years no faculty
members choose to depart the
community.
Klesner also said that, in his
memory, around half the time
when a professor leaves, he or
she is moving to another location. “Sometimes it has to do with
family reasons, where they have
a spouse or partner who they’re
following, or who they’ve just decided they no longer want to live
apart [from],” he said.
Associate Professor of English Sarah Heidt had a similar
perspective. She spoke of what
she viewed as the most common
cause of loss of professors in the
English department, saying, “One
of the things that was difficult
for a while in the ’90s, and even
coming into this decade, was that
it can be difficult to be part of a

two-career couple here.”
Heidt spoke to this difficulty
some Kenyon professors have
experienced over the years. “If
you’re married to or partnered
with someone who is distant from
here, that’s just a strain,” Heidt
said.
Both Klesner and Heidt also
mentioned the restrictions on
professors’ ability to live off-campus through stipulations such
as the “three-, five- and 10-mile
rules,” which were done away
with altogether in the early ’90s.
Heidt said the 10-Mile Rule was
ultimately removed, as she understands it, because “it was starting
to look like it was going to be a liability for trying to attract good
people to work here,” especially in
instances when spouses were not
able to find a job in the area.
“The changing of that rule
didn’t lead to a massive emigration to Columbus,” Klesner said.
He estimated that around 10 to 15
current faculty members live in
Columbus now but that the majority still live in Knox County.
President Sean Decatur acknowledged that it can be difficult
to lure faculty to live in Gambier.
“Not everyone is as familiar with
what life is like in small-town
Ohio,” he said. “Hopefully, if they
spend some time here, that’s a
way to convince them that they
can envision themselves here.”
Klesner also cited another reason for loss of professors: the decision to leave academia altogeth-

er. “The other part are people who
decide, ‘I don’t really want to be a
professor,’” he said.
There is also a fair number of
professors at Kenyon who are here
for a specific amount of time. “In
a given year, we have 10 to 12 people here on visiting appointments
and those are frequently [for]
a year, occasionally two years;
sometimes they’re a year and turn
into two years,” Klesner said. “Individual students might observe
that as a retention issue,” though
this is not the case, he said.
Katharine Weber, visiting professor of creative writing, is about
to begin her third year at Kenyon. Her position is a five-year
appointment. “Some visiting appointments are designed to bring
in a variety of people to fill gaps in
a faculty,” Weber said.
In cases like Weber’s, Klesner
said some students may wonder
why a professor is no longer with
the College, not realizing what
the specific circumstances are.
“Frequently, the answer is that it
was just a one-year, two-year appointment,” he said.
Decatur stressed the importance of not simply retaining faculty, but also recruiting “faculty
that are fresh and current on their
work.” The best way to retain
faculty, according to Decatur, is
to “make sure that this is a supportive place for faculty to pursue
their careers … [and] to develop
new courses and expand their
pedagogical work.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF DEVIN GABRIEL

Gabriel ’17 uses a traditional recurve bow to hunt invasive species.
her runs but has heard shots
being fired. Lloyd said Duane
Gomez, the head cross-country and track and field coach,
sends out a precautionary
email to runners every year
during hunting season, much
like the one Heithaus sends.
“[Gomez] just sends one
out every year just to be safe,”
Lloyd said. “It doesn’t hurt.
But I do know there are a lot
of people who are nervous. …
It feels like it’s mostly freshmen or people who aren’t really used to guns, or hunting
as a general part of life, and
they’re the ones who are ner-

vous.”
Recent years have proved,
however, that Kenyon students do not have reason to
worry so long as they stay in
areas that are not heavilywooded. Hooper said there
have been no hunting accidents at Kenyon.
In fact, as far as recent
hunting-related
incidents,
Hooper said, “Twenty years
ago, we had a student who
went deer hunting, got a deer,
brought it back to campus
and began gutting it outside
Leonard [Residence Hall]. We
got a lot of calls on that one.”

KR recieves 10K grant
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Finn House is home to The Kenyon Review literary magazine.
ERICK KALETKA
STAFF WRITER

Despite having published renowned authors including Robert
Lowell, Flannery O’Connor and
Robert Penn Warren, The Kenyon
Review’s (KR) history has not been
free of monetary woes. In fact, the
literary magazine disbanded from
1969 to 1979 due to financial duress.
Since then, according to the KR’s
website, the magazine’s finances
have “stabilized and improved dramatically.” Currently, the magazine receives funding from many
sources, including sales, personal
donations and grants. Recently, the
National Endowment for the Arts
(NEA) awarded Kenyon a $10,000
grant. This amount is earmarked for
the 2015 calendar year and will help
the Review in many ways, according
to Managing Editor Abigail Serfass.
This most recent grant comes

from an application that was sent
out this past March; Serfass says the
grant will serve two purposes for
the KR The funds will be distributed
and used to help market the publication, as well as purchase consulting to further advance and secure
the future of the literary magazine.
The KR is planning to change its
publication dates next year, moving
from being a quarterly publication
to a bi-monthly publication for the
first time since its inception, according to Serfass.
“We’ll actually be continuing to
publish just about the same amount
of material, but it will be in smaller,
more portable issues,” Serfass said.
Applying for grants is a task that is
almost wholly confined to the upper level of the KR. Receiving grant
awards, however, are nothing new
for the magazine. “Every year in
recent memory we have received a
grant from the NEA,” Serfass said.
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Modern dance gets meta in upcoming Fall Dance Concert
The first performance is tonight at the Hill Theater.
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

Dance, for concert performer Ian Edwards ’17,
comes in many different
shades and sentiments. For
him, a featured dance in the
upcoming show represents
retreating into himself, as well
as breaking free from self-imposed manacles. In another
piece, dance represents visceral, animal intuition. In a
third, he is not entirely sure
what meaning emerges, but
he trusts that despite that ambiguity the piece will coalesce.
Performances of this choreographic smorgasbord, part
of the Kenyon College Dance
and Dramatic Club’s (KCDC)
season, will take place at 8
p.m. in the Hill Theater, tonight through Saturday, Dec.
13. It will feature seven student-performed and -choreographed pieces, save one that
was choreographed by Professor of Dance Balinda CraigQuijada.
The show features an array of styles and artistic elements that do not hold to any
particular theme, but leave
everything up to the audi-

ence’s interpretation. However, each choreographer and
dancer adhered to his or her
own particular creative agenda to shape the performance.
Choreographer Tate Glover’s
’16 piece, “Please don’t feed
the animals,” features a large
ensemble of 12 dancers and
draws from a variety of sources, from a song by the band
Hybrid to the way cats move.
“As the piece progressed
and the movement started to
reveal itself more … I tried
to make movement outside
of rehearsal,” Glover wrote
in an email to the Collegian.
“But for the most part, the
movement was made in rehearsal, and the majority of it
came from the dancers themselves.” Glover said she fulfills
a role more akin to a director
rather than a choreographer.
“The movement itself almost
doesn’t matter so much to me
as how it is performed.”
Edwards, one of Glover’s
dancers, commented on how
the dance’s animalistic nature
spoke to him. “[Glover]’s piece
is more natural movement; …
not a lot of it is super dancey,” he said. “That’s one thing
[Glover] stresses. … The light-

ing designer [Ethan RadunsSilverstein ’16] described it
… like [we] were underwater,
and then … creatures running through the forest and
then in space.” Edwards’ and
the other performers’ efforts
result in a “visceral, animalistic, instinctual thing; … not
necessarily a specific message,” Edwards said.
Edwards also mentioned
that his intensity shifts between dances. As a performer
in Colin McArthur’s ’15 piece,
which doubles as a component of McArthur’s senior
thesis for the dance major,
Edwards admitted that part
of the piece’s beauty was in
its bizarreness. He even mentioned that at times he feels so
focused in the piece that his
concentration frightens him.
Craig-Quijada reported that
McArthur’s piece uses original music he composed himself.
Rebecca Varnell’s ’15 piece
also uses an original composition written by Sam Graf ’16.
While commonalities run
through these pieces, there is
no premeditated theme.
“[There] are only commonalities we’re able to
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Dancers rehearse for the Fall Dance Concert, which will run from Dec. 11 to Dec. 13.
glean,” Craig-Quijada said.
“Dancers have their own
things that they’re exploring
and the creative process is
vastly different from choreographer to choreographer.
We try not to necessarily link
[pieces] thematically. It’s more
like a collage.”
Along with the two pieces featuring original music
composition, Craig-Quijada
described a bleak, wintry
piece by Pankti Dalal ’17 and
Stephan Beavers ’15 for Beavers’ senior thesis project. Kiri
Staiger’s ’16 piece makes use

of devised text that is meant
to portray a docent at a museum and communicate the
ineffability in art, mirroring
the difficulty of accurately describing dance with language.
Craig-Quijada’s own piece,
also using devised text, makes
use of meta-dance — a dance
piece that comments on itself
as it goes on. This piece specifically describes the frustrating process of choreographing a piece. “There’s a section
called ‘the Disappointment
Trios’ where nothing ever
quite gets fulfilled,” she said.

“Every time you try to do
something, you fall, or there’s
a miss.” Craig-Quijada, like
Glover, did not set out to finish the piece this way — the
work revealed itself. “I didn’t
set out to make a piece that
was about itself while you’re
performing it, but that’s kind
of what happened and what
caught my interest,” she said.
Tickets for the Fall Dance
Concert are on sale for $2 in
the Bolton Theater Box Office,
open 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Saturday, and also accessible at (740) 427-5546.

Seeing stars: Students lead faculty in ballroom dancing
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

Few college students have the
opportunity to see their professors and the school’s president, gallivant around on stage
for charity. On Friday, Dec. 5,
the Kenyon College Ballroom
Dance Club held its fourth-annual Dancing with the Kenyon
Stars (DWTKS) charity event,
with all proceeds going to the
Winter Sanctuary Homeless
Shelter in Mount Vernon.
The competition, hosted for
the fourth time by the everpopular music professor Ben
Locke, featured six teams, each
consisting of one ballroom
dancer and one faculty member,
as well as group showcases by
the Ballroom Dance Club and
the Dance Team. On the competition’s panel of judges sat
Jewish Chaplain and Hillel Director Marc Bragin, Assistant
Director of New Student Orientation Lacey Filkins, Associate Professor of English Ivonne
Garcia and Lead Instructor in
Biology and last year’s DWTKS

winner Jennifer Smith.
This year had particular appeal because one of the contestants was Kenyon’s own
president, Sean Decatur, who
partnered with Johanna Klinman ’15 for a whimsical foxtrot
performance. Even better, he
competed against his wife, Renee Romano, affiliated scholar
in history, who danced a spicy
tango routine with Marc Ferraro ’17.
“I got an email,” Ballroom
President and DWTKS coordinator Meaghan Brennan ’15
said. “I’m pretty sure the subject line, from our advisor Pamela Faust, was, ‘The president
is in because his wife told him
to.’” She went on to describe
how difficult it can be to find
faculty willing to participate
because the event is an enormous time commitment. Brennan began pulling things together at the end of the summer,
and rehearsals with contestants
began at the end of September.
It can also be challenging to
find professors willing to learn
and then perform something
as difficult and highly techni-

“

It’s hard and it’s things
that you’ve never done before.
If you would have told me
two months ago that this
would be it, I wouldn’t have
believed you that I would be
performing.”

Erin O’Neill, Head Softball Coach
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Ali Pratt ’17 and Lee Schott, the winners of Dancing with the Kenyon Stars.
cal as ballroom dance. “You
kind of agree to do it and you
don’t know what you’re getting
yourself into until you start,
and it’s hard and it’s things
that you’ve never done before,” according Erin O’Neill,
head softball coach and waltz
partner to Luke Kresslein ’15.
“If you would’ve told me two
months ago that this would be
it, I wouldn’t have believed you
that I would be performing tonight.”
The months of practice in-

evitably foster a relationship
between student dancers and
their partners. Chemistry professor Sheryl Hemkin, Alex
Ritter-Jenkins’ ’17 cha-cha
partner, mentioned her favorite
part of the process has been getting to know her fellow dancer. “He’s been really kind and
good about helping me figure
things out,” she said. Likewise,
O’Neill admired how Kresslein
handled their practices. “I just
don’t want to embarrass him.
Luke has been very patient but

stern, like, ‘This is how we’re
gonna do it,’ and staying on
task. It’s been very rewarding.”
Jive-couple and contest
champions Lee Schott, assistant director of career development, and Ali Pratt ’17 were
reportedly “super psyched” at
having won.
Decatur, though he said
he would much rather be in a
chemistry class than perform
foxtrot in front of his school,
said he soaked up the good energy of the evening and enjoyed
the adventure. “One of the
things I just really love about
being at a college is the opportunity to learn new stuff even
if learning new stuff is things
that are really hard.”
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Männerchor: new a cappella group that is classically “bro”
LAUREN KATZ
STAFF WRITER

The self-described fan boys of
classical vocals will soon don tuxes
for a performance of their own. For
five years, Colla Voce has brought
classical a cappella music to the Kenyon campus in the form of concerts
and Christmas carols. In the process,
they even inspired eight Kenyon men
to follow a similar path toward their
classical music dreams. This coming Sunday, Dec. 14, Kenyon College
Männerchor, originally known as
“Colla Broce,” will perform in public for the first time in Brandi Recital
Hall at 3 p.m.
Männerchor may be an established group now, but they began as
a spin-off of Colla Voce last semester. Group president Conor Dugan
’15 jokingly approached Colla Voce
member Julia Morris ’15 about forming a group to open for their spring
concert.
“[Dugan] came up to me and
said, ‘It would be really funny, right?
If we got a bunch of the Colla fan
boys together from Chamber Singers
and we sang a song for you guys and
opened your concert,’” Morris said.
“I thought that was a great idea, and I
talked to Colla about it and they were
psyched.”
The joke quickly became a reality. Dugan, along with Sam Larson
’17, Andrew Perricone ’17, Henry
Quillian ’17, Will Quam ’14 and Michael Harris ’14, formed a small male
a cappella group, and as they sang
odes to Colla Voce they even adopted
nicknames in tribute to members of

“

Coming forward, I feel we will be able to accomplish
a lot more than we thought we would. It has exceeded
my expectations, and we are having fun.”
Conor Dugan, Männerchor President

the female group.
“They put together ‘Ave Maria,’
and even introduced themselves
as joke names of us, so like [Perricone] introduced himself as ‘Laurent’ Melville,” a play on the name of
Colla Voce member Lauren Melville
’17, according to Morris. “But they
changed the words [of ‘Ave Maria’]
to ‘we love, we love Colla Voce,’ so
basically a Colla Fan Club.”
And so, Kenyon College Männerchor was born, but their journey was
far from over. Performing as a group
was a rewarding experience, and
they knew they wanted to continue.
Quam and Harris graduated along
the way, but the remaining four held
auditions in the fall of this year. Peter Birren ’15, Austin Cody ’18, Henry Toohey ’18 and James Wojtal ’18
were welcomed with open arms,
and the four became an ensemble of
eight.
In addition to being a brand-new
group, Männerchor dealt with the
challenge of holding auditions later
in the semester. The original four
had been unsure if a concert this year
would even be possible.
“What kind of happened is we
didn’t start at the beginning of the
year with the four original members;
we just talked about it,” Dugan said.
“We thought, ‘We like the four of us,
but then what about new members?’

We just needed to see who would
come to us, and we were very lucky
we had some very talented people
audition.”
Männerchor has attracted musicians with experience in multiple
groups on campus. In addition to
seven of the eight being members of
Chamber Singers, Männerchor includes three members of the Ransom
Notes, one member of the Kokosingers and one member of Take Five.
“I was in high school chorus,
and they sang mostly classical music,” Toohey said. “I also played the
French horn for the last nine or 10
years, and that is definitely only classical music, … [so] I thought this
would be fun.”
What attracted Perricone to
Männerchor, however, was how its
classical repertoire would be different from those of other groups on
campus.
“When I first came to Kenyon,
I tried out for a couple a cappella
groups and didn’t get in,” Perricone
said. “But I really wanted to do more
classical stuff. I had actually tried
to start a group with a couple of my
friends and it just didn’t really pan
out. We were all freshmen and trying to figure out college; it just wasn’t
going to happen.”
That inexperienced first year
soon became the musical director

Art and afterlife in Gund

Students in Art of China curate exhibit on Han Dynasty.
ANNA DUNLAVEY
ARTS EDITOR

The archetypal image of a
mummified body — the one
wrapped in gauze, lying in a
painted sarcophagus in a pyramid — is not what one will
find upon walking into the
Meir-Draudt Curatorial Classroom in the Gund Gallery. Instead, visitors will see a large
photo of a mummified body
not wrapped in gauze, but in
jade tiles with gold string. In
this recreated tomb, curated
by the students in Professor of
Art History Sarah Blick’s Art
of China class, visitors will see
more of a focus on life than on
death.
The exhibit, Creating One’s
Own Afterlife: Class and Han
Dynasty Tomb Artifacts, is on
display this week only in the
Gallery, closing on tomorrow,
Dec. 12. “The exhibit examines
what kinds of objects people
might include in their tomb if
they believed that in doing so
they could design their own afterlife,” Blick wrote in an email.
Blick explained over email
the varying items that can be
found in the tombs of people
from different classes in the
Han Dynasty (206 BCE-CE
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The Gund Gallery will showcase the exhibt until Friday.
220). “The upper-class nobility
focused on luxury and personal immortality, while the lower
classes (who were also interested in personal immortality)
made sure to stock their tombs
with food, shelter, and things
that the upper classes never
had to worry about,” Blick said.
“The Confucian scholar class,
in the middle, had an entirely
different view. They felt that
the money and labor poured
into tomb objects was immoral. Instead, their tombs (with
their above-ground shrines)
were used to teach people moral values and thus enhance the
world of the living.”
Curating an exhibit was not
originally part of the course
plan for Art of China, but Blick
created this project to ensure
that students without a back-

ground in Asian art would
have an equal opportunity
to succeed in the class. “Requiring a typical term paper
would not really be feasible for
students without much background in Asian Art,” Blick
said. “I came up with this as
a creative solution that would
involve research and writing,
but in an entirely different context.”
Blick hopes the Kenyon
community will stop by and
appreciate all the work her students have put into it. “I am
hoping that those who see the
exhibit will ponder what kinds
of things they would choose
to include if they could design
their own afterlife and why
and how those who lived 2,000
years ago approached it,” Blick
said.
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Männerchor rehearses for their first concert, on Dec. 14 at 3 p.m.
of Männerchor and he described
the experience as challenging but rewarding.
“I have never music-directed anything before,” Perricone said. “We
have all sort of been figuring out how
this works, and I think even if we had
the experience, we are still making a
new group and that involves a new
culture. But I’m really happy with
how it’s gone.”
“Coming forward, I feel we will
be able to accomplish a lot more than
we thought we would,” Dugan said.
“It has exceeded my expectations,
and we are having fun.”
The current success leaves the
founding members hopeful for Männerchor’s future, beginning with
new members. Dugan will graduate
in the spring but is excited to see how
the group could blossom as it gains
more experience.
“To a certain extent, the group
is only as strong as the singers in

it,” Dugan said. “I know that as this
group continues and becomes an established group on campus, we are
going to see freshmen coming in and
experiencing it as something that is
not new, but established. They won’t
know that we are just a beginning
group, which is how a lot of singers
might see us now.”
Perricone has high hopes as well,
and even has dreams of incorporating Männerchor’s sister group, Colla
Voce.
“We have talked about maybe
someday doing a combined concert,”
Perricone said. “I think it would
probably be just one semester, instead of either of us having separate
concerts. The way I am envisioning
it is that we would have individual
songs, and then combined songs interspersed.”
Colla Broce may have started on a
whim, but Männerchor is ready to be
taken seriously.

Kenyon choirs charm Rosse
LAUREN KATZ
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, the
Kenyon College Community
Choir and Chamber Singers
took the stage in Rosse Hall to
perform their annual winter
concert. Both singing groups
were under the direction of
Professor of Music Benjamin
Locke.
The group took up a large
portion of the vast stage, but
they blended together beautifully. Accompanied on piano
by Patricia Pelfrey, Community Choir opened the evening
with a mix of pieces ranging
from African-American spirituals from the 1900s to classical pieces from the 1800s.
The group itself is comprised
of Kenyon students and faculty and members of the Gambier community. For Kenyon
students, Community Choir
is offered as a class. “It’s a takeall-comers choir,” Locke said.
“It’s designed that way in order to make singing in a choral group open to anybody as
a liberal arts experience.”
On top of that, the choir
provides community members with a musical outlet,
and each of the four Community Choir soloists came

“

It’s a take-all-comers choir ... to make singing in a choral group open to anybody.”
Professor of Music Benjamin Locke, on Community Choir

from that community. Mandy
Mason Gadrow opened Joan
Szymko’s “Herbst (Autumn)”
with a gorgeous soprano
sound that rang off the rafters
of Rosse Hall. Alison Furlong
and Joan Bare each had a solo
in Moses Hogan’s arrangement of “This Little Light of
Mine.” Furlong’s strong voice
and Bare’s lighter voice created a nice contrast. Scott
Patterson’s solo fell in Robert
DeCormier’s arrangement of
“Let Me Fly,” and Patterson’s
deep and powerful voice embodied the energetic feel of the
piece.
Similar to Community
Choir, the Chamber Singers performed their own mix
of traditional folk songs and
classical pieces from different time periods and in different languages, all of which
will also be showcased during
the Chambers Singers’ annual
spring tour. “It’s a good idea
to get [the music] out there,
so we can get the experience
of performing it in front of an
audience,” Locke said.
The group opened the

performance with “Prelude
for Voices,” which created a
strong start. However, it was
Grace Potter ’17 who brought
the song over the top. Her solo
was stunning, and the pure
sound of her soprano voice
created a sharp contrast to
the booming sound that the
group created at the beginning of the number.
Their second song of
the evening, Sergei Rachmaninoff’s “Tebye poyem,
op. 31,” was just as beautiful.
Locke cleverly chose a softer
piece for the second song, a
nice change after the strong
beginning. Hannah Foerschler ’15 had the solo in this
piece, and though she had the
challenge of having to sing
over her fellow performers
with her individual part, her
soprano sound rang out beautifully.
Community Choir and
the Chamber Singers brought
such high levels of talent to
the stage. Based on the standing ovation at the end of the
performance, it would seem
everyone else agreed.
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EDITORIAL

Disgraceful period
The term “grace period” is meaningless to
many students, though emails are typically
sent out informing students on the subject every time finals draw near.
The grace period encompasses the seven
days before final examinations, during which
professors are only allowed, by College rule,
to assign papers and projects already established on the syllabus or a regular amount of
homework – “regular amount” meaning that
professors are not allowed to hold finals during these seven days or give major assignments
that were not originally on the syllabus.
According to the Kenyon website, the
purpose of the grace period is “to ensure
that students have adequate time free from
extraordinary pressures to prepare for final
examinations and that students may have
vacations free from substantial additional assignments.”
But, in fact, professors often ignore the
grace period and leave students to balance
their regular amount of schoolwork and finals
at the same time. Some students are glad to
have final exams and assignments due the final week of classes rather than during finals
week – if they can get their work out of the
way, they can go home for break earlier. For
others, these last-minute assignments seem to
only add to a myriad of other exams and essays
to which they must give their attention. Regardless of whether students find the general
disregard of the grace period to be a burden or
a relief, it raises the question of why we have
the grace period if it is rarely abided. The only
reason we can speculate as to why the grace
period exists is to cover up the fact that Kenyon, unlike many colleges and universities
throughout the U.S., does not have an actual
reading days period before final examinations,
save for the Saturday and Sunday immediately
before finals week, which would have been
free studying days even without being emptily
proclaimed “reading days.”
Kenyon professors should either acknowledge that dismissing the grace period can lead
to overly-condensed, stressful periods and begin taking the policy seriously, or get rid of the
policy altogether. This would eliminate future
confusion and undue stress. While it might
lend the advantage of an early holiday to the
occasional student, the current widespread
disregard for the grace period rule is unfair
to the student body overall. Students should
be able to predict their final schedules with
accuracy and attend to examinations with
an amount of stress that is not unnecessarily
large.

The Kenyon Collegian welcomes your opinions
@Kenyon_Opinions. Share your thoughts: #QuickComplaints.
Write to us! Submit letters to the editor at
kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.

EDITORIAL ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION BY MATTHEW ELEY

Apathy is misstep on the path to equality
ZAHIDA EWOODZIE
CONTRIBUTOR

Over the last few weeks, I’ve
spoken to people of all racial backgrounds about the killings, and
though we represent many opinions, the one thing we all agree on
is that something isn’t quite right
here.
When inequality hits you in the
face, like it has for many of us with
the recent slayings of Mike Brown,
Tamir Rice, John Crawford, Eric
Garner (among so many other
unarmed black people in U.S. history), it can be debilitating. But it’s
also an opportunity for you to confront your own privilege, sense of
powerlessness or apathy. The challenging part is not giving in to the
sense of being overwhelmed, not
to let these events take you into
the abyss of feeling that things will
never change.
Like our justice system, Kenyon is not perfect. And if you
thought it was when you were
a prospective student, I’m sure
you’ve already discovered some of
its deep-rooted flaws. Kenyon is
an institution, and unfortunately,

by design, institutions change at a
glacial pace. By the time you graduate, Kenyon will likely reform just
a handful of policies to make the
institution more equitable and just
for students. As Kenyon and Ferguson remind us, in the face of the
institutional progress we’ve made,
we still have much more work
ahead of us.
This probably isn’t what you
want to hear. And with our increasing awareness (thanks, social
media!) of our nation’s dehumanization of black life, I’m sure that
you want our institutions, like our
criminal justice system, to be reformed immediately. I’m with you.
At last night’s “Civil Rights and
the Police” panel, many students
raised the question, “What can I
do to help?” As a proud Seattleite, I have to admit that protesting
is part of my DNA. But there are
multiple ways to protest, whether
on a personal or institutional level.
Some people’s method of choice is
to rally with others who feel outraged, to listen to people’s stories of
injustice, to scream and make their
voices heard and to learn, from activists, the concrete steps they can
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“

As Kenyon and Ferguson remind us, in the face
of the institutional progress we’ve made, we still
have much more work ahead of us. This probably
isn’t what you want to hear.”

take to better their communities.
Others prefer to donate to groups
who have made it their sole cause
to work within our legal system to
ensure that justice is served to all of
us. Others fight inequality in their
profession.
I have worked at Kenyon to
promote College access to groups
who have been historically excluded from the Hill and now work to
retain those students. My husband,
Visiting Instructor of Sociology Joseph Ewoodzie, and other faculty
push students to reconcile their
own biases and complicity in racism so that they will enact change
in their communities. Kenyon students have shared their stories of
difference with members of the
Board of Trustees to guarantee
that policies in housing, internships and financial aid don’t restrict poorer students from reaping
Kenyon’s full benefits. These are all

drops in an enormous bucket, but
it’s something.
There is no single correct method of activism, but what isn’t acceptable is remaining silent. Professor of Psychology Irene López
pointed out at last night’s panel
that when people of color restrain
our outrage over racism, it’s damaging to our physical health. With
our nation becoming more racially
diverse and our institutions changing gradually, it’s easy to feel pessimistic that little will change.
But we owe it to ourselves and to
the brave generations before us
to speak out and demand better.
Whether it’s cops who are poorly
trained or micro-aggressions that
kill us slowly, racism is killing us.
Zahida Ewoodzie is the assistant director of the Office of Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion. Contact her at
shermanz@kenyon.edu
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Don’t lose your mind during finals
Keep the stress of exams from overpowering your love of learning.
KELLY REED
CONTRIBUTOR

Freedom of the mind has
been a theme in my life ever
since I began school. This
year, I found that John Milton and Michelangelo had the
same concern. The Lady in
Comus boldly says to her seducer, “Thou canst not touch
the freedom of my mind,”
and Michelangelo pleaded
with his father to let him
leave school and enter an art
academy because his teachers
were “interrupting his own
thoughts.” This past week I
couldn’t help but feel compassion for the Kenyon student
body, especially while observing the faces on classmates as
paper due dates were laid out
and re-articulated.
I have a question I’d like
to put before you: is it right to
govern our minds as much as
we do, when it comes to writing papers and completing
assignments, or is it slightly
dangerous? Do we force our
thoughts because of deadlines? Being forced to think is
different from being forced to
work, as often during manual
labor the mind is able to retain liberty or even to increase
it. Do we treat ourselves unkindly without meaning to by

retreating to tight dim spaces
piled with books, neglecting
to greet the sun or reflect on
other questions of personal
importance?
It’s important to consider
what it is to have a free mind,
able to roam and enjoy thinking as a true patriot of life,
without the pressure of being
“bookish” or “intellectual.”
When your mind needs a
break, I think it’s wise to ask
for an extension or put work
on hold, if your intention is to
give your mind air or become
genuinely inspired before you
create.
It’s a long-held conviction
of mine that the most bookish
bursts of inspiration naturally
take place in the most mundane settings. The challenge
with higher education in general is that it takes incredible
works of art and literature
and puts them in a world
vastly removed from the one
where they were generated.
What we have to do, to maintain our freedom of mind,
is keep ourselves somewhat
out and undevoted. What
are we ultimately devoted to?
My purpose in living might
be different from yours, but
nonetheless neither of our
purposes should be reduced
to the successful completion

“

As exams come along, keep your mind at
ease. Guard your imagination: it is sacred.
We are here to have our passions awakened,
to come into contact with the sublime.”

of intellectual feats. Our loyalty to Kenyon should never
exceed our loyalty to life.
If it is hard for you to pick
up a book without putting
your life and blood into its
pages, good! Hold onto that
camaraderie with an author.
Once we do this as students,
we’re on another wavelength,
and there is no telling how
our imaginations may distract us from the task at hand.
But there is no shame in this!
Our classes exist only to augment our personal pursuit of
learning.
As exams come along,
keep your mind at ease.
Guard your imagination: it
is sacred. We are here to have
our passions awakened, to
come into contact with the
sublime. Kenyon can supply
us with that original energy
and devotion if we put personal growth above the more
material success. I hope to go
home for break and discuss
Paradise Lost with my sisters while drinking eggnog
late at night by the fireplace.
My project on the epic is like
a wardrobe leading me into

a Narnia of lifelong pondering. What we are doing here
should stay with us and in us;
what we produce for it is only
the gateway to distinguishing
ourselves as imaginative and
thoughtful men and women.
Ann Radcliffe’s castle of
Udolpho is how our minds
should appear before the
breathtaking vista of finals:
“Silent, lonely, and sublime, it
seemed to stand the sovereign
of the scene, and to frown
defiance on all, who dared
to invade its solitary reign.”
I believe my Milton professor was speaking on behalf
of most professors when she
said to me with regard to my
ambitious project: “Hold onto
yourself. My happiness is
your happiness.” I am against
the academic pressure Kenyon can cause a person to
put on themselves. Keep your
mind a temple, even in the
thickest battle, and your work
will be at its prime.
Kelly Reed ’16 is an English major from Potomac,
Md. Contact her at reedk@
kenyon.edu.

EDITORS’
CORNER
ANNIE SHESLOW

Looking back on three and a half years at Kenyon,
I think I have spent most of my time sleading, which is
what I term reading with little nuggets of naptime in between. The prime location for sleading are rooms where
I would feel smarter just by sitting there.
Though the Kenyon’s master plan does not change
the temple of sleading, Ascension Hall’s third floor, the
library’s transformation into what looks like the lobby
of a Hilton and the Village of Gambier into a hulking
mega-NCA makes me uneasy. I do think the NCA style
of the new Health Center is bright, sterile, calming, and
therefore perfect for its purpose, but I don’t want every
building on campus to feel that way, especially places
where I want to work.
I have nothing against modern architecture — I
think the new Panera in Mount Vernon is a work of art.
But the open, airy design of the master plan’s buildings
leaves me feeling exposed. The clinical atmosphere of
the proposed library makes the space look so neutral,
like I could be doing any number of mindless chores,
such as getting a manicure or buying a new toothbrush,
and just happened to sit down to read.
I like reading in places where doing anything nonintellectual would feel out of place, so I feel shamed out
of going on Facebook in public, but where crackling fire
sound effects would not be out of place. I like imagining
that I can glean a little knowledge residue from someone’s past brain explosion that hit the all-observing collegiate wood paneling.

MATTHEW ELEY

Present-day Kenyon is an unruly democracy of different architectures, each with a lesson. Gambier’s personality is vested in the brick and clapboard of properties
minding their own business. Homely Olin good-naturedly reminds us that significant donors should not
always get their architectural druthers.
The new campus master plan is beggared of this variety. Gund proposes to reshape a hefty portion of campus
with the same architectural style designed by the same
man. Although we are indebted to Graham Gund ’63 for
his generosity, it would be a poor expense of his money
if we were to look all about campus and be reminded of
him. The time to give your name so extensively to a campus was at its birth, as Lords Kenyon and Gambier did.
Now that Kenyon is nearing its third century, such influence is neither fitting nor proper. The Board of Trustees, if they had to choose between Kenyon’s identity and
a swathe of new buildings, should have chosen Kenyon.
It is not so much that they took thirty pieces of silver at
their October meeting as much as they took thirty wooden nickels.
It is not the case, as Mr. Hoyt stipulated in his letter to
the editor this week, that prospective students are turning
tail over lack of new dormitories or new facilities befitting
them. Most intellectually aware prospectives, I believe,
would prefer good financial aid over a new building that
they would pay $50,000 a year for the privilege of using.
And given Kenyon’s limited financial means, that is often
the choice we must make.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editors:
Your Nov. 20, 2014 staff editorial “New master plan has
the wrong priorities” misunderstands the purpose of a campus master plan. While increasing financial aid and promoting economic diversity are important goals for Kenyon
and should be highlighted, there is no need to present the
master plan as being in opposition to these goals.
While Kenyon can vigorously debate what the priorities
of the master plan should be, it’s unjustifiable to say at such
an early point that a plan full of preliminary designs has the
wrong priorities. As President Decatur himself says in the
same issue’s news article on the matter (“Master plan sparks
discussion”), the plan is a “menu” of options. It’s highly likely
that some of the more popular and urgent items, such as
making Ascension Hall accessible, would be funded first,
and that some, like the remodeling of the Kenyon Inn,
would be funded later, or dropped.
Finally, it is to some degree true that Kenyon needs to
spend money on new facilities in order to remain competitive. This does not mean that “if we build it they will come”
is sufficient reason to justify any and every building project,
but why would a prospective student interested in drama
want to come to Kenyon if she or he saw that we hadn’t
built a new theater or new first-year housing since the ’70s,
regardless of how much financial aid she or he received?
Sincerely,
David Hoyt ’14
Former member of the Master Plan Steering Committee

Choose comfort

It’s broadening to live outside your
comfort zone, but its okay to retreat.
GRIFFIN BURROUGH
CONTRIBUTOR

“Okay, so maybe if we destroy all the tanks first, we can not get
shot down immediately.” This conversation marked the fifth time
my friend Teddy and I tried to steal a jet from the army base in
Grand Theft Auto V. To the uninformed, this might seem utterly
stupid and pointless; but to us it was the culmination of our blood,
sweat, and tears. By that I mean: nobody’s blood, Teddy’s sweat,
and my very manly tears. It might seem stupid to keep dying by
the whims of a cruel video game, but it is ties to our childhood that
keep us all sane. In college we are always told to step outside of our
comfort zone but sometimes it’s great to just wrap yourself in your
comfort zone and forget about everything else.
When I have people over, I obsess over every little detail: Is
there enough food? Will enough people come? How do I keep everyone entertained? The first time I had people over I bought everything you would expect at a get-together. What I didn’t expect
was that everyone would be enamored with one thing: my giant
box of Fruit by the Foot. I thought it was weird — I like them because they’re what my mom packed for me as a kid, but I didn’t
realize everyone else also grew up with them. I learned that night
that what everyone secretly wants are the snacks they had back in
elementary school. Who doesn’t want to be a kid again?
Another instance of my unusual need for the past was on my
drive back from Missouri. I have an iPhone 5, which means I
have about three hours of battery life, and I had enough life left
in my phone to play one more song. For reasons I can’t comprehend I decided to play a song that I loved from 7th grade: “Guilty
Pleasure” by Cobra Starship. Yes, that’s the last time you will ever
hear Cobra Starship’s name uttered. Almost on cue, after the song
ended, my phone committed seppuku and I was left listening to
the sound of wind for five more hours. What makes this song different from all other songs? I chose it because it reminds me of a
less complicated time, a time when I just had to debate whether to
watch Nickelodeon or Cartoon Network.
College can be exhausting when you constantly have to step
outside of your comfort zone. When people constantly badger me
to step outside of what I like, I tell them that it’s a comfort zone for
a reason. When you do poorly on an exam, or your friends ditch
you, or that girl doesn’t text you back, the solution isn’t to continue
making yourself uncomfortable. The solution is to find what you
know and hug it close to you, whether it’s Fruit by the Foot or Cobra Starship. Your comfort zone is there for a reason: to keep you
sane and to be your support system.
Griffin Burrough ’18 is undeclared from Summit, N.J. Contact him
at burroughe@kenyon.edu.
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ASK A
PROFESSOR

FEATURES

What are your
plans for
Winter Break?

EDITOR: INDIA AMOS

“Visiting my son in D.C. and
family and friends in Philly,
Jersey and N.Y.”
- Professor of Psychology
Allan Fenigstein

“Just relax at home and have more
time with my husband and sons, as
I spend long hours away from home
working and meeting my teaching
obligations.”
- Visiting Assistant Professor of
Arabic Nahla Al-Huraibi

Wallpaper business provides backdrop to movies, museums
Joaquin Phoenix and Mount Vernon have more
in common than you may think.
JULIE FRANCE
MANAGING EDITOR

People get caught up in things
they never imagined — an impulsive buy, doing a favor for someone
or even a career. Mount Vernon
resident and Mount Vernon News
Advertising Manager Corby Wise
accidentally took over a business all
because he wanted some wallpaper
to adorn his home.
Ten years ago, Wise contacted
Jeff Gabric, Dixie Gabric and Nancy
Johnson, founders and former owners of Mount Vernon’s Wolff House
Wallpapers, for some wallpaper that
would suit his historic home, built
in 1855. The Gabrics and Johnson
had other prospects in mind. Hoping Wise would buy more than just
their wallpaper, they asked him if
he’d like to take over their business. “I majored in art in college and
thought, ‘Well, you know, at the very
least I’ll get some wallpaper for myself,’” Wise said. “So, I bought the
company and have been at it ever
since.”
Located on 133 South Main
Street, Wolff House Wallpapers, established as Wolff House Art Papers
in 2001, reprints historical wallpapers for private customers, museums and antique homes throughout the U.S., Canada and England.
Manning the business by himself,

Wise uses Wolff House as a means to
contribute to the historic preservation of architecture, give back to his
hometown and also have a little fun.
Currently, Wise is working on
reprinting paper for the City of Toronto, the Tinker Swiss Cottage Museum in Rockford, Ill. and the Berwick Historical Society of Berwick,
Pa. Yet, his clientele is not restricted
to the antique collector or museum
curator.
“I’ve been asked to print some
things for a rock video and a movie
and Downtown Disney [of Disney
World],” Wise said. “But one that
kind of stands out is this movie that
they were doing with Joaquin Phoenix … about a pimp from the turn
of the century,” Wise said. “My wallpaper was going to be in the background of that. And after I sent it off,
I was thinking to myself, ‘Oh God,
I hope some customers that bought
this don’t see their wallpaper in this
horrible, horrible setting.”
That movie was The Immigrant
and though, to Wise’s relief, it only
showed in 150 theaters in the U.S., it
was nominated for the Palme d’Or
award at the Cannes Film Festival
in 2013.
Wise was able to do a project that
hit closer to home, at the Woodward
Opera House in downtown Mount
Vernon. The opera house, built no
later than 1851, is the second-oldest
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COURTESY OF CORBY WISE

Left to right: The Persian Blossom Border, circa 1890-1910, is displayed in Wolff House’s studio; Kentucky Grange
Wallpaper and Border, circa 1910-1930, was used in the film The Immigrant.
theater still standing in the U.S. after the Walnut Theater in Philadelphia. Wise was honored to reprint its
historic wallpapers given that he has
admired the opera house his whole
life. The restoration process brought
about an element of wonder. “One of
the [wallpapers] that I think is the
coolest that I did for Woodward was
this Egyptian paper, which has hieroglyphics and a silver metallic on
a green field,” Wise said.
Bringing the past to life, however,
comes at a cost. Wise hand-screens
all of Wolff House’s wall coverings,
in order to render details and to use
materials such as metallic ink. After
receiving a sample of original wall-

Senior Class Total:

paper, Wise scans the print onto a
computer, on which he redraws the
pattern in layers so that each design
on the print that is of a distinct color gets its own redraw. Wise must
draw outlines of certain color designs because each color of ink used
on a wallpaper requires its own silk
screen — a stencil made of silk or
fine mesh. After each silk screen is
made, Wolf runs a squeegee over it
to create the image on the paper.
Once the ink has dried, the paper is ready to send off to customers.
Wolff House patrons can either send
in a sample of old wallpaper to be reprinted or they may buy from Wolff
House’s stock of historical wallpa-

Junior Class Total:

pers, with prints spanning from the
1800s to the 1930s, ranging from $50
to $95 a roll.
Occasionally, the wallpaper
samples customers send in were discovered not on a wall but instead in
more peculiar places. Wise’s favorite print began as a covering for a
book, The History of a Bible, which
was printed in 1814; the wallpaper
is called “The Cone Wallpaper” and
features cyclone-like shapes with
flowers on a golden-tan background.
Despite Wise’s appreciation for
antique wall coverings, Wise still
hasn’t mounted any of Wolff House’s
wallpapers in his home after buying
the company for that very reason.

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

25

27

24

23

Answer

Logan Bialik ’15

Max Heldman ’16

Spencer Huffman ’17

Lexie Seidel ’18

What was the result of the
Ferguson grand jury?

Darren Wilson was not
indicted.

No indictment for
Officer Wilson

They didn’t indict the
officer.

Wilson was not indicted.

Darren Wilson didn’t go
to court.

What is the scheduled release
date (season and year) for Star
Wars: Episode VII?

Winter (December)
2015

December 2015

December 2015

Winter 2015

Winter 2015

What new tech addition was
placed in Olin?

Public printers

Fancy printers that save
paper

Hot tub

They got a new printer.

New printers

The Thanksgiving dog
show?

It was all over Twitter but
I don’t know.

When speaking about the
man who was choked in
New York City

I don’t know.

3

2

4

3

piled

Com

by

The grand jury decision not
Jon Stewart got serious while
to indict a New York Police
discussing what recent event
Department officer in the death
on The Daily Show?
of 43-year-old Eric Garner
Weekly Scores
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L 0-2

Men’s basketball brings record to .500 with a win and a loss
The Lords now have a 2-2 overall NCAC record after a loss
against Hiram College and a win against Allegheny College.
REBECCA DANN
SPORTS EDITOR

After two successful
wins against Muskingum
University (New Concord,
Ohio) and North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
team Oberlin College over
Thanksgiving break, the
Lords took on two more
NCAC teams this past week,
breaking even with one loss
and one win. The team first
traveled to play Hiram College, where they lost in a
close game 76-69. Kenyon
took the lead within the
first couple minutes of play,
but Hiram managed to pull
the game in their favor four
minutes into the game, and
remained in that position
for the remainder. The Lords
made several close attempts
to even the score but were
unable to put up the points.
The team still put up a good
effort, with Tim Connolly

“

We need to continue to progress on the defensive
end in order to get the results we are looking for. I
think once we start playing better defense, we will see
that improvement in our record.”
Cooper Handelsman ’15

’16 making a total of nine
shots. Cooper Handelsman
’15 was the second-highest
scorer on the team that day
and managed to make a total
of four shots.
“We just gotta take care
of the small things that we
know we can do because
when we take care of the
small things, the big things
take care of themselves,”
Connolly said.
This past Tuesday, the
team was able to bring
home a win in overtime
with a score of 75-72, as
they traveled to Meadville,
Pa. to play Allegheny College. The game appeared
evenly matched, but Allegh-

eny sought to have control of
court in the first half, with
Kenyon consistently trailing by a couple of points.
The Lords were able to take
the lead though at the end of
the first half with a score of
37-34. The same trend continued through the second
half, but the teams were tied
at 65-65 at the end of play. As
the teams entered into overtime, the Lords managed to
take hold of court and after
four minutes of play gained a
six-point lead on Allegheny.
Their opponent managed a
three-pointer but was unable
to catch the Lords, giving
Kenyon their second confer-
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The Lords won by 20 points against Oberlin College, with a final score of 65-45.
ence game win of the season.
Handelsman led the team
with an impressive total of
11 shots, while John Bray ’15
followed close behind with a
total of nine shots. Alexander Powell ’18 also contributed to Kenyon’s win with
a total of four shots. Brien
Comey ’16 played tough de-

Ladies win first NCAC game
NOAH GURZENSKI
SPORTS WRITER

This past Saturday, Ladies basketball opened up North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) play in impressive fashion, topping Hiram College
62-49. Running an efficient team offense and holding their opponent to
just 23.8 percent shooting from the
field, the Ladies established a commanding 34-19 lead at halftime, securing the win by not budging an
inch throughout the second half.
After trailing Hiram for the first
seven minutes of the game, Miranda Diesz ’17 put the Ladies up 9-8, a
lead the team would not relinquish
for the rest of the game. Over the
next nine minutes, the Ladies put
some space between themselves and
the Terriers, outscoring Hiram 15-6
to take a 10-point lead. Much of Kenyon’s first-half success was due to
the team’s aggressive defense, which
produced eight steals in the first 20
minutes of play.
“Our defense has kept us in a lot
of games,” Head Coach Suzanne

Helfant said. “Early on, I was really
concerned on how we were defending in the half court, but it’s turned
into something that they have really
taken a lot of pride in.”
Kenyon’s offense capitalized on
this early defensive success, scoring
nearly half of their first-half buckets off of turnovers. The Ladies also
picked up significant points by hitting the boards to retain possession
on offense and earning 13 second
chance points.
“We’re really good at making
the extra pass,” Co-Captain Sarah
Hobbs ’15 said. “We’re a pretty selfless team; everyone who’s on the
team is capable of scoring and we all
understand that, so not only are we
looking for our shots, but we’re also
looking to get the ball to our teammates.”
The Ladies continued rolling
in the second half, extending their
lead to 22 points with a Sid Cera ’17
three-pointer at the 11:19 mark. Cera
scored a career-high 17 points in the
victory, boasting a superb .670 field
goal percentage. Besides Cera’s in-

fense as he managed a total
of 11 rebounds throughout
the game.
“We need to continue to
progress on the defensive
end in order to get the results
we are looking for,” Handelsman said. “I think once we
start playing better defense,
we will see that improve-

Men’s soccer falls to
the Battling Bishops
OLIVER DEBARROS
SPORTS WRITER

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

dividual performance, the Ladies’
bench stepped up in their own right,
accounting for nearly a third of the
team’s points.
The Terriers mounted a comeback late in the second half, at one
point cutting Kenyon’s lead to nine,
but proved no match for the Ladies,
who held on to win by 13.
Last night the Ladies traveled to
Allegheny College where they lost
56-45.

Mitsuyama ’15 earns chance to attend Columbus Crew camp
After an impressive season, senior midfielder Rei Mitsuyama was offered the opportunity to play in the Columbus Crew combine. “When I first read the email, I was
more suprised than anything,” Mitsuyama said. “I’ve never thought I could compete
at that level.” The combine will take place this coming Sunday at The Ohio State Univeristy. “No matter how it goes, I wasn’t even expecting to play competitive soccer
again, so I’ll enjoy it as much as I can.”

ment in our record.”
The Lords will next take
on Albion College (Albion,
Mich.) this coming Friday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Tomsich
Arena. The team will continue to play throughout
winter break and will return
to Gambier next semester for
conference play.

The Kenyon men’s soccer
team’s record-breaking season
came to an end at the hands of
Ohio Wesleyan University on
Sunday, Nov. 22.
After the game was postponed because of troublesome
f ield conditions, the Lords
and the Battling Bishops faced
off for the third time this season; the Lords had emerged
victorious in their previous
matchup in the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC)
championship.
The game was controlled
by Ohio Wesleyan throughout much of the f irst half. After 24 minutes had passed, the
Lords found themselves down
a goal when Brian Schaffer
converted a penalty kick after
NCAC Offensive Player of
the Year Colton Bloecher was
fouled in the box.
In the 43rd minute, the
Bishops added to their lead.
Gunnar Bloecher was played
through on goal and found
himself in a one-on-one with
goalie Sam Clougher ’17.
Bloecher was able to capitalize on the chance and send
the Bishops into halftime

with a 2-0 lead following a
strong performance that saw
them out-shoot the Lords 122.
As the second half began,
the Lords were able to create
some more chances and look a
bit more dangerous on the attack. It would not be enough,
however, as Kenyon could not
f ind a way to beat Ohio Wesleyan keeper Colin Beemiller.
“It def initely wasn’t the
end that we were hoping for,”
said defender Cameron Scott
’15. “It’s hard to swallow, but
I think that all of the guys are
still proud of what we accomplished this season.”
The Lords’ season ended
at 18-2-2. The 18 victories
are the most that the program has had in a season since
Head Coach Chris Brown
has overseen the team. Over
the course of the season, the
Lords also found themselves
in the record books as their
16 shutouts were the most in
school history. Clougher also
tied the conference record
for shutouts in a season with
15. All this was en route to
capturing the school’s f irst
NCAC Tournament Title after defeating Ohio Wesleyan
2-1 in overtime.
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Period of reckoning awaits football after losing season
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

Following their 33-19 loss to
Denison University on Nov. 15,
Kenyon football’s 2014 season ended with a record of 1-9 (1-8 North
Coast Athletic Conference). While
the Lords struggled to pick up wins
in 2014, the progress the team made
throughout the season showed that
not all hope for the future is lost.
At this time two years ago, it
seemed as though Kenyon’s football
program had left behind its perennial losing ways. In Head Coach
Chris Monfiletto’s first season at
the helm, the team mustered a 6-4
record and was tied for first place in
the conference standings heading
into the final game of the season.
The following season also began
with promise; the team won four of
its first six games. However, a lateseason skid of four straight losses
left the team with a sub-.500 record
and some unanswered questions
heading into the offseason.
When players arrived for training camp this past August, the Lords
had their work cut out for them. In

the wake of graduating 19 players,
the Lords returned just three starters on the defensive side of the ball
and two starters on the offensive
line. Although those seniors were
replaced with 23 talented first years,
the newcomers to the program had
to deal with the growing pains that
accompany moving up to the collegiate level.
“Everything’s a lot faster, people
are bigger, the schemes are a lot
more complex,” Curt Williams ’18
said of his first impressions of college football. “Everything’s just like
a more advanced version of what I
had before.”
In the home opener against
Marietta College (Marietta, Ohio),
the Lords’ defense stifled their opponents, recovering two fumbles
and forcing the Pioneers to go threeand-out on five possessions. Leading 11-0 lead at halftime, Kenyon’s
offense sputtered and failed to pick
up another first down until four
minutes into the fourth quarter. The
Lords’ lack of offensive success undermined their defense, which was
gradually worn down by fatigue in
the second half, and Marietta ex-

ploded with 29 second-half points
for a 29-11 victory.
Having conceded seven sacks
and mustered under 200 yards, Kenyon’s offensive woes against Marietta were disconcerting, to say the
least. The inauspicious season opener also cast doubt upon the capacity
of the team’s young offensive line to
create holes for Lords ball carriers
and provide the necessary pocket
protection to enable an effective
passing game.
Picking themselves up after
dropping the season opener to
Marietta, the Lords showed noticeable improvements in the following week, collecting 28 points and
nearly 400 yards of offense in a 4728 loss to Oberlin College. The Yeomen ran all over the Lords’ defense,
picking up over seven yards per
carry. In addition, Kenyon’s youth
and lack of experience showed in
the team’s failure to execute in critical situations. In one such instance,
facing a fourth and three from
Oberlin’s four-yard line, the Kenyon
ball carrier was stood up at the line
of scrimmage for no gain, leaving
points off the scoreboard.

The losses continued to pile up,
but members of the team hope to
use this season’s record as motivation at they prepare for the 2015 season.
“For me and everybody else, we
hate to lose,” Williams said. “Now
we can use that to drive us to win.”
“I think we just need to use this
season as a way to motivate ourselves to work even harder in the
offseason, whether that [means
work] in the weight room, in spring
ball [or] when we’re away on break
just keeping up with our lifts and
keep working hard,” Alec McQuiston ’16 said.
With three games remaining in
the season, the Lords made noticeable improvements in their first and
only win against Allegheny College.
The Lords’ offensive line came together as a unit, plowing ahead to
open up running lanes for Kenyon
ball carriers, who collectively picked
up 265 rush yards in the 35-24 victory.
While the Lords’ record left
much to be desired, the team will
return many starting players next
season, many of whom acquired in-

valuable game experience this year,
while only seven seniors will graduate in May. Each of the projected
returners matured considerably
during the season, and prudent offseason training can heighten their
value to next year’s team.
“I got to learn the system, learn
what college football is like,” Williams said. “We’ve got a lot of guys
coming back, so hopefully we can
take that into next year and start to
win. We learned how to play together. I know a lot of the guys hadn’t
played before, especially with each
other. Now that we’ve learned how
to play together, learned each other’s
strengths and weaknesses, we can
learn how to win.”
McQuiston added that he
thought it would be important to
“use [this past season] as a learning
experience.” “But at the same time,
it’s the past, and we need to move
on,” he said. “We’ll have a lot of guys
returning next year and we’ll have a
lot more experience on the field. Although we can use this season as a
way to motivate ourselves, we also
need to look to the future, because
I think it’s bright.”

Swimming places second at Total Performance Invitational
Arthur Conover ’17 and Mariah Williamson ’16 become
holders of new Kenyon records.
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

For one weekend in December, the Total Performance Invitational brings a
big-meet atmosphere to the
Steen Aquatic Center. During
the meet, nearly every inch of
wall space is blocked by chairs,
bleachers or equipment, and
the stands are packed.
Both Kenyon teams placed
second, behind the DivisionI University of Pennsylvania
(Penn). Over the course of
three days, including preliminary and final rounds, the
men’s team compiled 2,462
team points and the women’s
team earned 1,574.5 points.
“In my three years here, it
was the most exciting mid-

season meet we’ve had,” Austin
Caldwell ’15 said.
Notably, two Kenyon athletes set three new varsity records. Arthur Conover ’17
finished the 1,000-yard and
1,650-yard freestyle events
faster than any other Lord in
history. Mariah Williamson’s
’16 time of 16:48.07 set the
women’s record in the 1,650.
Neither the Lords nor the
Ladies seemed to be fazed by
the number of teams (seven) or
the caliber of the competition.
Kenyon claimed the top spot
in both diving events; Maria
Zarka ’16 had 463.55 points in
the preliminaries and 450.20
in the finals, and Derek Hoare
’17 put up scores of 421.50 and
460.80, respectively. Harrison
Curley ’15 won the 200-yard

backstroke (1:46.36) by outtouching Penn’s Grant Proctor.
“It’s easy at this time in the
season to get ahead of ourselves in thinking about where
we can be,” Trevor Manz ’17
said. “But it was a very positive
meet for the team, and there
were some very fast swims. It
was exciting to be racing at that
speed.”
One of the prevailing narratives on the team, which
continued at the Invitational,
has been some strong earlyseason performance of Manz.
Last week, Manz earned the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Athlete of the
Week award, and in the 400
IM on Friday, Manz placed
ahead of Curley, who last year
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earned the program’s record in
that event. Manz also placed
second in the 200 IM (1:49.42)
and fifth in the 100 breaststroke (55.29); Curley placed
ahead of Manz in that event.
“This meet produced a lot
of best times and fast swims,”
Jenner McLeod ’17.
Head Coach Jess Book ’01
explained why he likes giving

his teams the chance to compete at big meets early in the
season.
“In swimming, our seasons build up toward the end,”
Book said. “The end is the
point that is most important,
and what we really do training
for all year long. Our meets, in
some ways, help simulate those
environments, and prepare us

for those environments.”
The next step for Kenyon
is the Winter Break training trip. While in Sarasota,
Fla., the team will engage in
an extensive schedule of swim
workouts, weight training and
team bonding, and compete
at an outdoor meet. Their next
home meet will be on Jan. 31
against Wittenberg University.

